An evolutionary scenario for classical novae is proposed, which is intended to solve the discrepancies that exist between theory and observations: the space densities of classical novae deduced from surveys in the solar neighbourhood are lower by about two orders of magnitude than those predicted theoretically,and the mass transfer rates in nova binaries, as estimated from observed luminosities in quiescence, are higher than those allowed by the thermonuclear runaway model for nova outbursts. These discrepancies disappear if mass transfer (at a high rate) takes place for only a few hundred years before and a few hundred years after an eruption, but declines afterwards and remains off for most of the time between outbursts. We show that such a behavior is to be expected if one takes into account the variation of binary separation, due to mass ejection on the one hand and angular momentum losses on the other hand. One of the aspects of t h i s scenario, on which we report in more d e t a i l , i s the p o s s i b i l i t y of enhanced Roche-lobe overflow of the secondary, due to i t s expansion that r e s u l t s from i r r a d i a t i o n by the high nova luminosity.
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One of the aspects of t h i s scenario, on which we report in more d e t a i l , i s the p o s s i b i l i t y of enhanced Roche-lobe overflow of the secondary, due to i t s expansion that r e s u l t s from i r r a d i a t i o n by the high nova luminosity.
We followed the evolution of a 0.5 M main sequence s t a r illuminated by a changing flux, typical of a c l a s s i c a l nova. The numerical r e s u l t s indicate t h a t , in s p i t e of the s l i g h t binary separation that may occur after eruption, mass loss from the i r r a d i a t e d and thus bloated secondary should continue for a few hundred years. Other aspects of the variable M scenario are briefly summarized.
I . INTRODUCTION: STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM The g o a l of t h e p r e s e n t p a p e r i s t o a t t e m p t t o r e s o l v e two a p p a r e n t d i s c r e p a n c i e s b e t w e e n o b s e r v a t i o n s of c l a s s i c a l novae (CN) and t h e t h e r m o n u c l e a r runaway (TNR) model f o r n o v a e , which h a s o t h e r w i s e a c h i e v e d r e m a r k a b l e s u c c e s s i n e x p l a i n i n g a wide
v a r i e t y of e r u p t i o n o b s e r v a t i o n s :
1. As P a t t e r s o n (1984) has r e c e n t l y shown, t h e surveyed space d e n s i t y of CV b i n a r i e s in g e n e r a l (6 10 p c " i and CN in p a r t i c u l a r (~4 10 pc~T a p p e a r s t o be much lower t h a n t h e value deduced by a p p l y i n g nova t h e o r y t o t h e observed e r u p t i o n frequency of novae in t h e Galaxy and i n M31 (2-6 1 0 " ' p c -^ , Bath and Shaviv, 1978) .
2.
The mass t r a n s f e r r a t e from t h e red dwarf t o t h e white dwarf (WD) in nova b i n a r i e s deduced by P a t t e r s o n (1984) from a c c r e t i o n d i s k models (Tylenda, 1981) and observed CV l u m i n o s it i e s i s M S 1 0 " 7 -10~8MVyr (though, p o s s i b l y as low as 10~9 M ( / y r in a few c a s e s ) . But f o r hydrogen b u r n i n g t o occur in a s u f f i c i e n t l y d e g e n e r a t e environment, t o y i e l d an e x p l o s i v e TNR followed by mass e j e c t i o n , t h e o r e t i c a l nova models and numerical simulations require an accretion rate M< lCT^M /yr (Kutter and 0 Sparks, 1980; Prialnik et al 1982 , Fujimoto, 1982 .
Nova models, however, have always assumed a constant M.
Invoking a variable mass transfer rate, Shara et al (1986) Strong observational support that mass loss tends to force the stars apart more than angular momentum losses draw them together is given by Schaefer and Patterson (1983) , who found that the eclipsing nova BT Mon's orbital period increased by forty parts per million, as a result of the eruption. Even such a small increase in the separation of the M dwarf and the WD can detach the former from its Roche-lobe and thereby reduce the mass transfer rate. This effect may, however, be delayed for some time, due to the radiation absorbed by the M dwarf during the nova outburst, which should cause it to expand beyond its normal mainsequence radius. When mass transfer has almost turned off, the system's luminosity is due no more to accretion, but rather to the M dwarf or the WD. Such a faint system should not be blue or exhibit emission lines and might easily escape CV surveys. Novae may spend most of their lifetimes in this hard-to-detect hibernation phase; CK Vulpeculae (Nova 1670) (Shara et al. 1985 ) is a likely candidate for a hibernating nova and WY Sge (Nova 1783) (Shara et al 1984) may be in a transition state between high and low M.
Thus the first conflict between theory and observations would be resolved.
• IP During the long hibernation phase, when M < 10 M /yr, gravitational radiation and/or magnetic braking by a stellar wind decrease the binary separation until Roche-lobe contact is restored. The material accreted by the WD after the nova outburst from the irradiated bloated secondary cools, becomes degenerate and diffuses slowly into the C-0 core. When mass transfer reft sumes, presumably at a fairly rapid rate (M ~ 10" M /yr), the critical envelope mass required for a TNR will be achieved in < 3 10 years.
Will the break in mass transfer permit a violent, mass ejecting eruption, despite the high M? This question will be addressed in the last section of this paper. If the answer is yes, then indeed pre-novae should be as bright as post-novae, since both are in a state of relatively high mass transfer rate. It is still unclear, though, why the observed luminiosities of pre-and post-novae are so remarkably simll ar (Robinson, 1975) , implying practically equal mass transfer rates, in spite of the differences in binary characteristics before and after an outburst.
III. THE EFFECT OF IRRADIATION ON THE NOVA COMPANION
We assume the secondary to be a 0.5 M-, main sequence star uniformly illuminated by a flux S = cri which varies with time s as the nova luminosity (adopted from Prialnik 1986) . 
where &=aGMu A /2R I R G , with a a coefficient of order 1, depending on the Roche geometry, M -the total mass, l» A -the mean molecular weight and R" -the gas constant. The temperature T is assumed constant between R and R an o ' assumption which is amply fulfilled, according to Fig. 2 variation of x and the resulting change in M between two different points are shown in Fig. 3 .
We therefore conclude that, as a result of irradiation, the secondary will continue to transfer mass to the WD for > 200 years, during which M will decrease by about two orders of magnitude.
IV. NOVA MODELS OBTAINED WITH A VARIABLE M
Numerical simulations were carried out by Prialnik and Shara (1986) However, all three "hibernation" models experienced TNR sufficiently violent to eject mass at typical nova velocities, despite the fact that all the accreted mass was deposited at M = -8 10 Mg/yr. The main results of the evolution through the hibernation phase are summarized in Table 1 and those concerning the outbursts are given in Table 2 .
In conclusion, the mass transfer rate relevant to the occurrence of a nova outburst is the effective (average) rate, which should not exceed a few 10 "" M /yr, rather than the instantaneous rate, whether observed or undetected. 5.26 (-6) ... I.876 (8) ... 
